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Abstract. We introduce a novel behavioral model to describe pedestrians motions, which is able to capture sophisticated motion patterns
resulting from the mixture of different categories of random trajectories.
Due to its simplicity, this model can be learned from video sequences
in a totally unsupervised manner through an Expectation-Maximization
procedure.
When integrated into a complete multi-camera tracking system, it improves the tracking performance in ambiguous situations, compared to a
standard ad-hoc isotropic Markovian motion model. Moreover, it can be
used to compute a score which characterizes atypical individual motions.
Experiments on outdoor video sequences demonstrate both the improvement of tracking performance when compared to a state-of-the-art tracking system and the reliability of the atypical motion detection.
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Introduction

Tracking multiple people in crowded scenes can be achieved without explicitly
modeling human behaviors [1–5] but can easily fail when their appearances become too similar to distinguish one person from another, for example when two
individuals are dressed similarly. Kalman filters and simple Markovian models
have been routinely used for this purpose but do not go beyond capturing the
continuous and smooth aspect of people’s trajectories [6]. This problem has long
been recognized in the Artificial Intelligence community and the use of much
more sophisticated Markovian models, such as those that involve a range of
strategies that people may pursue [7], have been demonstrated. For such an approach to become practical, however, the models have to be learnable from training data in an automated fashion instead of being painstakingly hand-crafted.
In this paper, we introduce models that can both describe how people move
on a location of interest’s ground plane, such as a cafeteria, a corridor, or a
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train station, and be learned from image data. To validate these models, we use
a publicly available implementation [8] of a multi-camera multi-people tracking
system [2] first to learn them and second to demonstrate that they can help
disambiguate difficult situations. We also show that, far from forcing everyone
to follow a scripted behavior, the resulting models can be used to detect abnormal
behaviors, which are defined as those that do not conform to our expectations.
This a crucial step in many surveillance applications whose main task is to raise
an alarm when people are having dangerous or prohibited behavior.
We represent specific behaviors by a set of behavioral maps that encode, for
each ground plane location, the probability of moving in a particular direction.
We then associate to people being tracked a probability of acting according to
an individual map and to switch from one to the other based on their location.
The maps and model parameters are learned by Expectation-Maximization in
a completely unsupervised fashion. At run-time, they are used for robust and
near real-time recovery of trajectories in ambiguous situations. Also, the same
maps are used for efficient detection of abnormal behavior by computing the
probability of retrieved trajectories under the estimated model.
The contribution of this paper is therefore to show that the models we propose are both sophisticated enough to capture higher-level behaviors that basic
Markovian models cannot, and simple enough to be learned automatically from
training data.

2

Related Works

With the advent of video surveillance and real-time people tracking algorithms,
we have recently seen an increasing amount of research focused on acquiring
spatio-temporal patterns by passive observation of video sequences[9–13].
Our approach shares similarities with [9], since we try to learn trajectory
distributions from data as they do. However, while they model the trajectories in
the camera view, and handle the temporal consistency using an artificial neural
network with a short memory, we propose a more straight-forward modeling
under a classical Markovian assumption with an additional behavioral hidden
state. The metric homogeneity of the top-view allows for simpler priors, and
the resulting algorithm can be integrated seamlessly in a standard HMM-based
tracking system.
In a relatively close spirit, [10] uses an adaptive background subtraction algorithm to collect patterns of motion in the camera view. With the help of vector
quantization, they build a codebook of representations out of this data, which
they use to detect unusual events. [12] proceeds in a similar fashion to gather
statistics from an online surveillance system. Using this data, they infer higher
level semantics, such as the locations of entrance points, stopping areas, etc.
More related to our approach is the work of [11], which applies an EM algorithm to cluster trajectories recorded with laser-range finders. From this data,
they derive an HMM to predict future position of the people. The use of laserrange scanners and their trajectory cluster model makes this approach more
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adapted to an indoor environment where people have a relatively low freedom of
movement, whereas our proposed behavioral maps are more generic and learned
from standard video sequences shot with off the shelf cameras.
A quite different strategy has been chosen by [14]. In their work, they propose
a generic behavior model for pedestrian based on discrete choice models, and
apply it for reinforcing tracking algorithms. As opposed to our method, their
framework does not need any training phase, but it is not able to learn the
intrinsic specificity of a particular location.
Finally, our approach to handling human behaviors can be seen as a simplified
version of Artificial Intelligence techniques, such as Plan Recognition [7] where
the strategies followed by the agents are encoded by the behavioral maps. This
simplification is what lets us learn our models from real data without having
to hand-design them, which is a major step-forward with respect to traditional
Artificial Intelligence problems.

3

Algorithm

We present in this section the core algorithm of our approach, first by describing
the formal underlying motion model, and second by explaining both the E-M
training procedure and the method through which the adequate training data
was collected.
3.1

Motion Model

As described briefly in § 1, our motion model relies on the notion of behavioral
map, a finite hidden state associated to every individual present in the scene. The
rational behind that modeling is that an individual trajectory can be described
with a deterministic large scale trajectory both in space and time (i.e. “he is
going from door A to door B”, “he is walking towards the coffee machine”)
combined with additional noise. The noise itself, while limited in scale, is highly
structured: motion can be very deterministic in a part of a building where people
do not collide, and become more random in crowded area. Hence this randomness
is both strongly anisotropic – people in a certain map go in a certain direction –
and strongly non-stationary – depending on their location in the area of interest
the fluctuations differ. With an adequate class of models for individual maps,
combining several of them allows for encoding such a structure.
Hence, re-using the formalism of [2], we associate to each individual a random
process (Lt , Mt ) indexed by the time t and taking its values in {1, . . . , G} ×
{1, . . . , M } where G ' 1000 is the number of locations in the finite discretization
of the area of interest and M is the total number of behavioral maps we consider,
typically less than 5. We completely define this process by first making a standard
Markovian assumption, and then choosing models for both P (L0 , M0 ) and
P (Lt+1 , Mt+1 | Lt , Mt ) .

(1)
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Note that the very idea of maps strongly changes the practical effect of
the Markovian assumption. For instance, by combining two maps that encode
motions in opposite directions and a very small probability of switching from
one map to the other, the resulting motion model is a mixture of two flows of
individuals, each strongly deterministic. By making the probabilities of transition
depend on the location, we can encode behaviors such as people changing their
destination and doing a U-turn only at certain locations. Such a property can
be very useful to avoid confusion of the trajectories of two individuals walking
in opposite directions.
To define precisely (1), we first make an assumption of conditional independence between the map and the location at time t + 1 given the same at time t
P (Lt+1 , Mt+1 | Lt , Mt ) = P (Lt+1 | Lt , Mt )P (Mt+1 | Lt , Mt ).
Due to the 20cm spatial resolution of our discretization, we have to consider
a rather coarse time discretization to be able to model motion accurately. If
we were using directly the frame-rate of 25 time steps per second, the location
at time t + 1 would be almost a Dirac mass on the location at the previous
time step. Hence, we use a time discretization of 0.5s, which has the drawback
of increasing the size of the neighborhood to consider for P (Lt+1 | Lt , Mt ). In
practice an individual can move up to 4 or 5 spatial locations away in one time
step, which leads to a neighborhood of more than 50 locations.
The issue to face when choosing these probability models is the lack of training data. It would be impossible for instance to model these distributions exhaustively as histograms, since the total number of bins for G ' 1, 000 and M = 2, if
we consider transitions only to the 50 spatial neighbor locations and all possible
maps, would be ' 1, 000 ∗ 2 ∗ 50 ∗ 10 = 106 , hence requiring that order of number
of observations. To cope with that difficulty, we interpolate these mappings with
a Gaussian kernel from a limited number Q of control points, hence making a
strong assumption of spatial regularity.
Finally, our motion model is totally parametrized by fixing the locations
l1 , . . . , lQ ∈ {1, . . . , G}Q of control points in the area of interest (where Q is a
few tens), and for every point lq and every map m by defining a distribution
µq,m over the maps and a distribution fq,m over the locations.
From these distributions, for every map m and every location l, we interpolate
the distributions at l from the distributions at the control points with a Gaussian
kernel κ:
P (Lt+1 = l0 , Mt+1 = m0 | Lt = l, Mt = m)
= P (Lt+1 = l0 | Lt = l, Mt = m)P (Mt+1 = m0 | Lt = l, Mt = m)
P
P
0 
0 
q κ(l, lq ) µq,m (m )
q κ(l, lq ) fq,m (l − l )
P
P
.
=
r κ(l, lr )
r κ(l, lr )

(2)
(3)
(4)

Remains the precise definition of the motion distribution itself fq,m (δ), for
which we still have to face the scarcity of training data compared to the size of
the neighborhood. We decompose the motion δ into a direction and a distance
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and make an assumption of independence between those two components:
fq,m (δ) = P (Lt+1 − Lt = δ | Lt = lq , Mt = m)
= gq,m (kδk) hq,m (θ(δ)) ,

(5)
(6)

where k.k denotes the standard Euclidean norm, g is a Gaussian density, θ is
the angle quantized in eight values and h is a look-up table, so that h(θ(.)) is an
eight-bin histogram.
Finally, the complete parametrization of our model requires, for every control
point and every map, M transition probabilities, the two parameters of g and
the eight parameters of h, for a total of Q ∗ M ∗ (M + 2 + 8) parameters.
3.2

Training

We present in this section the training procedure we use to estimate the parameters of the model described in the previous section. We denote by α the
parameter vector of our model (of dimension Q ∗ M ∗ (M + 2 + 8)) and index all
probabilities with it.
Provided with images from the video cameras, the ultimate goal would be
to optimize the probability of the said sequence of images under a joint model
of the image and the hidden trajectories, which we can factorize into the product of an appearance model (i.e. a posterior on the images, given the locations
of individuals) with the motion model we are modeling here. However, such
an optimization is intractable. Instead, we use an ad-hoc procedure based on
the multi-camera multi-people tracking Probability Occupancy Map (POM) algorithm [2] to extract trajectory fragments and to optimize the motion model
parameters to maximize the probability of those fragments.
Generating the Fragments. To produce the list of trajectory fragments we
will use for the training of the motion model, we first apply the POM algorithm
to every frame independently. This procedure optimizes the marginal probabilities of occupancy at every location in the area of interest so that a synthetic
image produced according to these marginals matches the result of a backgroundsubtraction pre-processing. We then threshold the resulting probabilities with a
fixed threshold to produce finally at every time step t a small number Nt of
locations (l1t , . . . , ttNt ) ∈ {1, . . . , G}Nt likely to be truly occupied.
To build the fragments of trajectories we process pairs of consecutive frames
and pick the location pairing Ξ ⊂ {1, . P
. . , Nt } × {1, . . . , Nt+1 } minimizing the
total distance between paired locations ξ∈Ξ ||lξt 1 − lξt+1
||. If Nt > Nt+1 , some
2
points occupied at time t cannot be paired with a point at time t + 1, which
corresponds to the end of a trajectory fragment. Reciprocally, if Nt < Nt+1 ,
some points occupied at t + 1 are not connected to any currently considered
fragment, and a new fragment is started.
We end up with a family of U fragments of trajectories
fu ∈ {1, . . . , G}su ,

u = 1, . . . , U .

(7)
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E-M Learning. The overall strategy is an E-M procedure which maximizes
alternatively the posterior distribution on maps of every point of every fragment
fu , and the parameters of our motion distribution.
Specifically, let fuk denote the k-th point of fragment u in the list of fragments
we actually observed. Let Fku and Muk denote respectively the location and the
hidden map of the individual of fragment u at step k under our model.
Then, during the E step, we re-compute the posterior distribution of those
variables under our model. For every first point of a fragment, we set it to the
prior on maps. For every other point we have:
νuk (m)

(8)

=

Pα (Muk = m | F1u = fu1 , . . . , Fku = fuk )

=

X

Pα (Muk = m | Fk−1
= fuk−1 , Fku = fuk ,
u

(9)
Muk−1 = m0 ) νuk−1 (m0 )

(10)

m0

∝

X

Pα (Fku = fuk | Fk−1
= fuk−1 , Muk−1 = m0 )
u

m0

=

X
m0

· P (Muk = m | Fk−1
= fuk−1 , Muk−1 = m0 ) νuk−1 (m0 )
(11)
u
) (P
)
k−1
k−1
k−1
k
, lq ) µq,m0 (m)
, lq ) fq,m0 (fu − fu )
q κ(fu
q κ(fu
νuk−1 (m0 ) .
P
P
k−1
k−1
,
l
)
,
l
)
κ(f
κ(f
u
u
r
r
r
r
(12)

(P

From this estimate, during the M step, we recompute the parameters of
µq,m and fq,m for every control point lq and every map m in a closed-form
manner, since there are only histograms and Gaussian densities. Every sample
fuk is weighted with the product of the posterior on the maps and the distance
kernel weight νuk (m) κ(fuk , lq ).

4

Results

In this section, we first present the video sequences that we acquired to test our
algorithm and describe the behavioral models we learned from them. We then
demonstrate how they can be used both to improve the reconstruction of typical
trajectories and to detect atypical ones.
4.1

Synthetic Data

The first step taken to validate the correct functioning of our algorithm was
to test it against synthetic data. We generated synthetic probability occupancy
maps of people moving along predefined paths. New people were created at the
beginning of paths according to a Poisson distribution. Their speed followed a
Gaussian distribution and their direction of movement was randomized around
the paths. When two or more paths were connected, we defined transition probabilities between them, and people were switching paths accordingly.
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The results on the synthetic data have been fully satisfying, as the retrieved
behavioral maps correctly reflected the different paths we created.
4.2

Training Sequences

To test our algorithm, we acquired two multi-camera video sequences using 3
standard DV cameras. They were placed at the border of a rectangular area of
interest in such a way as to maximize camera overlap, as illustrated by Fig. 1.
The area of interest is flat and measures about 10m by 15m. The 3 video streams
were acquired at 25 fps and later synchronized manually.

camera

entrance /
exit
points

entrance /
exit
point

cameras
Fig. 1. Top view of the scenario used for algorithm training. People are going from one
entrance point to an exit point using one of the available trajectories.

We use the first video, which lasts about 15 minutes, for training purposes.
It shows four people walking in front of the cameras, following the predefined
patterns of Fig. 1 that involve going from one entrance point to another.
In a second 8-minute-long test sequence, the same 4 people follow the same
patterns as the training sequence for about 50 percent of the time and take
randomly chosen trajectories for the rest. These random movements can include
standing still for a while, going in and out of the area through non standard
entrance points, taking one of the predefined trajectory backwards, etc. Screen
shots of the test sequence with anomaly detection results are displayed on Fig. 7.
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4.3

Behavior Model

As described in § 3.2, we first apply the POM algorithm [2] on the video streams,
which yields ground plane detections that are used by our EM framework to
construct the behavior model.
The ground plane of the training sequence is discretized into a regular grid
of 30×45 locations. Probability distribution maps are built using one control
point every 3 locations. The behavioral model of the 15 minute long training
sequence is generated using 30 EM iterations, which takes less than 10 minutes
on a 3 GHz PC using no particular optimization.

0.09
0.085

test data likelihood

0.08
0.075
0.07
0.065
0.06
0.055
0.05

real example
1

2

3

4
5
Number of maps

6

7

Fig. 2. Cross-validation: to find the ideal number of maps to model a given scenario,
we run our learning algorithm with different number of maps on 80% of the training
sequence. We then use the other 20% to compute the likelihood of the data given our
model. In our training sequence, that is shown here, 2 maps are enough to model the
situation correctly.

We use cross-validation to choose the number of maps that gives the most
significant model. We apply our learning algorithm several times on 80% of the
training sequence with each time a different number of maps, as shown on Fig. 2.
The rest of the sequence is used to compute the likelihood of the trajectories
under our model. In the end, we choose the smallest number of maps, which
accurately captures the patterns of motion. On our testing sequence, it turns
out that two maps are already sufficient. Figure 3 displays the behavioral maps
that are learned in the one-map (left) and two-map (right) cases. By comparing
them to Fig. 1, one can see that the two-map case is able to model all trajectories
of the scenario.
Figure 4 shows the probabilities of staying in the same behavioral map over
the next half second. These probabilities are relatively high, but not uniform
over the whole ground plan, which indicates that people are more likely to switch
between maps in some locations.
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(a) One map

(b) Two maps

Fig. 3. Motion maps in the top view resulting from the learning procedure, with one
map (a) or two maps (b). The difficulty of modeling a mixture of trajectories under
a strict Markovian assumption without an hidden state appears clearly at the centerright and lower-left of (a): Since the map has to account for motions in two directions,
the resulting average motion is null, while in the two-map case on (b) two flows appear
clearly.

Fig. 4. Probability to remain in the map 0 (left) and in the map 1 (right) in the
two-map case. Dark color indicates a high probability.
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4.4

Tracking results

Here, we discuss the benefits of using behavioral maps learned with our algorithm to improve the performance of a people tracker. To this purpose, we have
implemented the multi-people tracking algorithm of [2]. This work combines dynamic programming with a color model and an isotropic motion model to extract
people trajectories. To integrate our behavioral maps, we have customized the
tracking algorithm by replacing the uniform isotropic motion model with our
model.
The behavioral maps had to be adapted to fit into the dynamic programming
framework. Specifically, from every behavioral map, we generated a motion map
that stores, for each position of the ground plane, the probability of moving into
one of the adjacent position at the next time frame.
The main difference with [2] is that a hidden state in the HMM framework
is now characterized by both a map and a position. Also the transition between
HMM states is now given by both a transition probability between maps and
between locations. The rest of the tracking framework, however, has been untouched.
To quantify the benefits of the behavioral maps, we started by running the
original tracking algorithm [2] on our training sequence. We then ran our modified version on the same sequence, using in turn a one-map behavior model and
a two-map one.
A ground truth used to evaluate the results was derived by manually marking
the position and identity of each person present on the ground plane for every
10 frames. Scores for both algorithms were then computed by comparing their
results to the ground truth. For this purpose, we define a trajectory as being the
path taken by a person from the time it enters the area until it exits it. For every
trajectory of the ground truth, we search if there is a matching set of detections
from the algorithm results. A true positive is declared when, for every position
of a ground truth trajectory, a detection is found within a given distance R, and
all detections correspond to the same identity. If there is a change in identity, it
obviously means that there has been a confusion between the identities of two
people, which cannot be considered as a true positive. The false positive value is
the average number of false detections per time frame. Results from Table 1 show
both false positive and negative values for [2] and the modified algorithm using a
one-map and a two-map behavior model. Results are shown for 3 different values
of the distance R.
It appears from Table 1 that for about the same number of false positives,
using 1, respectively 2, behavioral maps helps reducing significantly the number
of false negatives. Moreover, one can notice that the paths are found with greater
precision, when using two behavioral maps, since the number of false negatives
is no longer influenced by the distance R.
4.5

Anomaly Detection Results

Detecting unlikely motions is another possible usage of the behavioral maps computed by our algorithm. We show the efficiency of this approach by applying it
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Table 1. The false negative value corresponds to the number of trajectories out of a
total of 75, that were either not found or were not consistent with the ground truth.
The false positive value stands for the average number of false detections per time
frame.

Fleuret et al.
Our algorithm, one map
Our algorithm, two maps

R = .5m
FN FP
17 0.18
15 0.22
10 0.21

R = 1m
FN FP
14 0.15
13 0.20
10 0.18

R = 2m
FN FP
13 0.15
12 0.19
10 0.17

for classifying trajectories from the test sequence into “normal” or “unexpected”
category.
We start by creating a ground truth for the test sequence. We manually label
each trajectory depending on whether it follows the scenario of Fig. 1 or not.
For every trajectory, a likelihood score is computed using the behavioral
maps. For this we proceed using an HMM framework, in which our hidden state is
the behavioral map the person is following. The transition between states is given
by the transition probabilities between maps and the observation probability
is the probability of a move, given the map the person is following. Having
defined all this, the likelihood of a trajectory is simply computed using the
classical forward-backward algorithm. The score is then compared to a threshold
to classify the trajectory as “normal” or “unexpected”.
We classified the 47 trajectories automatically retrieved from the test sequence using a one-map and a two-map behavior models. The results are displayed on Table. 2 and show the improvement when using several maps: the
behavior model with only one map produces 7 (respectively 29) false positives
if missing only one (respectively zero) abnormal trajectories, when the two-map
models reduces this figure to 4 (respectively 9).

Table 2. Error rate for atypical trajectory detection. The total number of retrieved
trajectories is 47, among which 16 are abnormal. With either one or two maps, the
number of false positives (i.e. trajectories flagged as abnormal while they are not)
drops to 1 for a number of false-negatives (i.e. non flagged abnormal trajectories)
greater than 2. However, for very conservative thresholds (less than 2 false-negatives)
the two-map model the advantage of using two maps appears clearly.
FN
0
1
2

One map
29
7
1

FP
Two maps
9
4
1
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Instead of computing a score for a complete trajectory, one can also generate
a score for a small part of it only, using the very same technique. This way of
doing is more appropriate for monitoring trajectories in real time, for instance
embedded in a tracking algorithm. This leads to a finer analysis of a trajectory,
where only the unexpected parts of it are marked as such.
This procedure can be used directly to “tag” individuals on short time interval in the test video sequence. Figure 6 shows a selected set of atypical behavior,
according to our two-map model. The unlikely parts of the trajectories are drawn
using dotted-style lines. This should be compared to the two right maps of Fig.3.
On the other hand, Fig. 5 shows some trajectories that follow the predefined scenario. Finally, Fig. 7 illustrates the same anomaly detection results, projected
on camera views.

5

Conclusion

We have presented a novel model for motions of individuals which goes beyond
the classical Markovian assumption by relying on a hidden behavioral state.
While simple, this model can capture complex mixture of patterns in public
places and can be trained in a fully unsupervised manner from video sequences.
Experiments show how it can be integrated in a fully automatic multi-camera
tracking system and how it improves the accuracy and reliability of tracking in
ambiguous situation. Moreover, it allows for the characterization of abnormal
trajectories with a very high confidence.
Future work will consist of extending the model so that it can cope with a
larger class of abnormal behaviors which can be characterized only by looking
at statistical inconsistency over long period of time or inconsistency between the
individual appearance and the motion.

Fig. 5. Three example of retrieved “normal” trajectories, according to the scenario
illustrated on Fig. 1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Three examples of atypical retrieved trajectories, according to the scenario
illustrated on Fig. 1. Unlikely parts are displayed with dotted-style lines. a) The person
is taking an unusual path; b) The person is stopping (middle of the trajectory); c) The
person is taking a predefined path backward.
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